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INTRODUCTION

As time goes by, there’s the obvious fate that we all experience, which is becoming elderly. The goal
of this project was to identify a problem within a general and then to create a solution which is
applicable to all.
As one goes through life, ambition drive us during our younger years and by the time we reach the
retiring age it is only right that harvest the fruits of our hard work. This phase of anyone’s life should
be an opportunity to rediscover life and live stress free. In reality though there aren’t many great
solutions to make senior citizens more independent and ambitious to conquer more milestones in life.
Here we addressed many questions in relation to habits, behaviour and needs. Primarily as society
evolves the needs of generations grow with it. The wanting to explore and need to stay independent
relies on one another. So what if the solution acts as a companion in life rather technologically
advanced gadget.
WAYPASS is a smart travel companion, which elevates navigation in complex environments such as
airports by syncing filtered real-time data. Designed to support elderly but accessible to all, WAYPASS
brings to you an adaptable wayfinding experience with dynamic alerts, updates about itinerary
changes and call assistance feature.
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RESEARCH AND FOCUS

Many dream of travelling in their golden years also known as retirement.
Finally an opportunity to leave the comforts at home, with no obligations
tying one down. It is a period where you look forward to, by saving
throughout years of hard work.
This is a discovered pattern by the travel industry as well. Launching
many attractive deals for the elderly promoting a safe haven for budget
prices including most amenities. However, what the travel industry
neglect is that the elderly must travel the same way that most do and
needs to keep up with the rush and anxiety that a traveler in age goes
through.
While the money might be available and the time quite possibly is not the
most stressful factor, getting to the dream travel location might be.
Travel industry might look at the sector of elderly as the opportunity to
boost business, nevertheless it is important to look at all aspects of a
journey rather than only the amenities found at the destination. Are we
looking at what’s needed along the way? Is there really an inclusive
experience for those of all ages when travelling abroad?
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BARRIERS TO OVERCOME

So why focus on the elderly?
As we age, our bodies show signs on weakness and this is unavoidable. It
might not be visibly causing pain or discomfort but for many industries
issues related to minorities carry less importance.
During observations, we understood that slight difference in design
layouts can be a grievance in situations of travel, which in turn causes high
anxiety.
As we age our hearing is affected, the ability to filter through various
ranges of sounds become a difficult task. Therefore sounds such as
announcements in public spaces become noise and it loses value, which
can be daunting in foreign environments.
Visual loss can affect most regardless of age, however this mainly affects
elderly as ones’ vision becomes blurry gradually and admitting that you
are losing your vision is unacceptable to most.
Also, while we age it becomes difficult to keep up with others. Physically
your movement slows down, your posture is affected as your body aches
in places and sometimes, it restricts one to a wheelchair. Sadly with this,
elderly becomes partially, if not completely dependant on another.
Eventually, restrictions within one’s own body causes isolation as venturing out to unfamiliar environments make you less independent. Gradually, it becomes more common for the elderly to restrict their travel distances to avoid facing unfamiliarity.
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ELDERLY-ON-THE-MOVE
Generally, the internalised thought process of the elderly can be broken
down to three phases.
First the excitement of travel. Either one finally decides to travel to one
of their bucket list destinations or a family member invites you for a trip
abroad. In this phase, one searches about the locations, talks to others,
lists things to do and shows interest in an exciting change of
environment.
Secondly, there’s the realisation of difficulty in the journey itself. While
the destination can be attractive, the journey within an airport can be
daunting to many especially if it involves a transit. Airports are designed
with the majority of the able population in mind, however it is neglected
to a certain extent that seniors might not be the most independent but
they do not need to be restricted to a wheelchair feeling trapped.
Reading through lists of flight information, hours of travel and each
airport’s signage been independently designed leaves the traveller
feeling overwhelmed with information and exhausted.
Finally, most elderly give up on the idea of travelling abroad completely
and opt to travel to locations close by or stay at home. Some dare to
travel, but promise to themselves that, they will never do it again. The
feeling of helplessness is an aspect of a traveller that the travel industry
assumes an information desk can solve. However, it is much more
psychological and potentially can be the downfall of an industry.

Excitment of
travel
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Anxiety of
navigating
within an
airport.

Feeling of
helplessness

AIRPORT JOURNEY AT PRESENT
The current navigation through airports is linear and rigid. It is difficult to ask for assistance as the layouts differ as well as staff
positioning. One seems to be constantly lost or in a hurry to make their way to the boarding area in fear of missing their flight.
So what is it that exists as a guide at present?
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NAVIGATION AT PRESENT
The only assistive guide at present is boarding pass with a set of
information that is non-interactive. It can be in a print form or a digital
form, however there’s no customization on the details mentioned to cater
to our needs.
Each airline assumes that the information printed on the document is
sufficient to guide us from check-in to boarding.
There are other needs along the way and the changes are not conveyed
to the passengers travelling. Rather, the passenger must go in search of
the information themselves from overcrowded information desks or
screens that display hundreds of flight information.
There is requirement of data filtration within such environments, where
the users only receive information that is relevant to them and in a timely
manner.
This will not only assist with making the passengers journey easy but also
the airport staff with redirection on passenger within a
complex-high-security layout.

What is missing in the NAVIGATION AT PRESENT?
Travel Synergy:
A mapping system synced with real time data accessibility
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OUR SOLUTION
WAYPASS is a smart travel companion, which elevates navigation in
complex environments such as airports by syncing filtered real-time
data.
Designed to support elderly but accessible to all, WAYPASS brings to
you an adaptable wayfinding experience with dynamic alerts, updates
about itinerary changes and call assistance feature.
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DESIGN
customizable wearable
Strap or Pin

Integrated
Retractable holder
Touch Screen

Contactless Point
Grip sensitive Casing

In terms of the design, we have developed a assistive device, which can be placed around the neck with a customizable strap
or pin it wherever the user prefers. It has an integrated retractable holder which enables the traveler to hand the device over to
the airport staff with ease. The casing has an easy grip hold on the sides allowing one hold up the screen to view it content.
The device has a Contactless Point, for the purpose of entering passenger information during check-in and also for charging.
The Touch Screen that has a wide surface coverage on the device allows visual clarity and accessibility with touch zoom feature.
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NAVIGATION & TRACKING
An amicable interface with all the information needed to navigate through the enviorment.

Clear icons with the most common
necessities that you woud like to find.

Access to the main facilities
in Airport and ask for
support.
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An easy explanation of the most important
information need it.

Find the correct path.

Get real-time notifications and
navigation tips.

Access to your up-to-date
personal information.

ELEMENTS
Real time alert system, is a customized solution for passengers to keep up with updates relevant to their journey.
As airports are noisy environments in general, a vibration alert on their individual device will keep them updated
with flight changes, airport direction changes and service announcements.
Sensor based position will assist users stay on route and also get direction to basic amenities offered within an
airport. This will also have a reverse benefit; where the airport staff has the ability to track passengers after
checking-in, reducing a possibility of a lost passenger or the ability to send assistance to the correct location
(without asking the passenger where they are).
There’s no need to read large monitors showing hundreds of flight information while straining your neck, as all
information relevant to your journey is at the tip of your fingers. The ease knowing your boarding gate changed
and assurity that you, along with your luggage are on the correct flight can be found on your WAYPASS.

Real Time Alerts
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Sensor Based Positioning

Filtered Updates

WAYPASS IN ACTION
The device adapts to your journey needs by providing tips and useful information related to your journey through real-time alerts. It
also tracks your positioning and guides you from change from check-in to boarding and beyond if needed. WAYPASS will be your
companion and guide in a complex space.
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SYSTEM
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INPUT

PROCESSING

OUTPUT

Indoor positioning and indoor
navigation based on Wi-Fi,
Beacons and Sensors that
communicates to the user
filtered messages, through
dynamic alerts.

It’s a Chip-based product which
receives their power from
Charging docks when stored in
the check-in desks and adopts a
battery-save mode during use in
order to last long journeys.

Dynamic alerts through
brightly coloured visual alerts
and vibrations serve as
interactive communication
channels to passengers on the
move

Beacons
Sensors
WIFI Positioning System

Chip-based product

Color based visual signals
Vibration alerts

Charging docks
(charging-saver mode for
long flights)

OUTCOMES
A Real-Time Interactive Platform.
Smart-Navigation Companion.
High-speed & Customizable Alert System.

Overally An Enhanced Travel Experience to All.
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